Jeep 258 carburetor options

As you approach the hill, you wonder what mix of hiccups, sputters and stalls await you
through the obstacle. At this point, you no longer worry whether your suspension will flex
enough or your axle will hold up. Chances are your engine is practically swimming in raw
gasoline and barely making enough horsepower to spin the alternator. You may find yourself
heel-toeing the dookie out of your foot controls just to keep your AMC running. Anyone who
has ever experienced the foul effects of the stock Carter carburetor on a knows that getting
your CJ out of the driveway is a challenge to your skill and sanity, let alone driving it off-road.
You justify it by saying, "My Jeep has a lot of miles on it, and maybe it's time I rebuild the carb.
The idea, although noble, is like polishing a turd. There are companies that can fix these
problems, but it involves special machining and more money than you may be willing to spend
on a power-sucking leech. After a plethora of e-mails, letters and bricks through our window, we
decided it was high time that we give you folks a few options for this pickle. Which is right for
you will depend on what you use your Jeep for, local emission laws and, of course, the size of
your wallet. We ordered all three, installed them in our driveway and gave each one an on- and
off-road run. Here's what we found. Every time you open the hood to check the oil on your ,
those unsightly vacuum lines, switches and wires keep staring you in the face. You sit and
wonder how much of that mess is still working. If you don't have to worry about smog laws, a
nice replacement for the hard-starting stock Carter is the Weber K It's a complete kit that allows
you to remove all of the emissions garbage and bring new life to the 4. We had to grind a bit off
of an Allen head to keep it level. It's important to do this properly. Clean out the extra sealant on
the inside of the plates. You may have to put a small filter on as an oil breather rather than
routing it into the carb. Like all carbs, it needs to be adjusted for different altitudes. You never
thought the day would come when you'd see a check engine light on your CJ's dash.
Nightmares of 50 miles of wiring and complex computers flash through your mind. Unless you
carry a digital programmer in your tool chest, you're not getting home anytime soon. The CJ, a
monument to the 4x4, never came with a high-pressure fuel system, but still you waffle about
whether or not you want it to start fast, get better mileage and climb without sputtering. We've
all come down a hill or two backward, blind and with a stalled engine and little or no brakes.
How much does it cost and how difficult it is to install? The Howell system covers those issues
and then some by utilizing a reliable computer and throttle body from a GM engine. Early on, we
experienced a few stalls at stoplights. Maybe Jeep didn't design a perfect fuel delivery system
for the CJ. Maybe the brainiac engineers were out wheelin' when the intake was being designed.
The reason why the vehicle outlasts the carburetor was forgotten when the boys at Mopar
decided to make enthusiasts as joyful as Bill Clinton in a topless bar. An electronic, multi-point
injection system wasn't prevalent on any American mill until the '85 Corvette was introduced.
Only now has it become the standard method on late-model Jeeps. We mounted the lines
underneath the radiator, but it's vehicle-specific. It's also available online. If you want to change
over, too bad--you have to buy a new computer and a kick-down linkage. We turned it 90
degrees to fit it in the space recommended on the firewall. If it doesn't mount easily, then cut a
grommet to fit the hole. We needed to install a reducer on the pump. Close Ad. Forums Photos
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anyone can recommend a good swap? Weber, Holley, Motorcraft ect. Thanks TXFour. Re: Best
Carb to buy for the Motorcraft using the Mr. Gasket carb adapter. I went through three
motorcrafts only to find out the guy I was getting them from was building them wrong. Re: Best
Carb to buy for the Originally Posted by rielly. Re: Best Carb to buy for the I ran a motorcraft
carb from a ford 5. Re: Best Carb to buy for the Many of my friends wheels thier Jeeps. Several
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comes. I only hear good things about them. Re: Best Carb to buy for the EFI or truck avenger
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Thanks again, TXFour. Re: Best Carb to buy for the 1. I wouldn't go much bigger than cfm. It
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recommendations. I put a new Weber on last night and she fired right up and runs fine. Now I
just need to tune it and it looks simple enough. Re: Best Carb to buy for the Which did you
select? I think it binds and sticks sometimes, and the spring can't always make it move the way
it should. I also put a fuel pressure regulator on it and found out the recommended 3. If I had it
to do over, I'd probably get the mc just because it's cheaper. The Weber North America guys
were pretty nice about taking it back and trying to adjust the choke for free, but I got what I paid
for and it really wasn't any better afterward. Originally Posted by defmornahan. Originally
Posted by TXFour. Originally Posted by Collin the Hen. Join Date May Posts Re: Best Carb to
buy for the I'm still new to the Jeep scene, so please forgive the ignorance. I am going to need a
new carb too and have the non-stepper motor, non-electric choke BBD. What's so bad about
going with a rebuilt BBD? I've read about the problems they have, but isn't that the result of
people who don't maintain them? Originally Posted by FLynes. Re: Best Carb to buy for the The

bottom line is the BBD carburetor was designed to meet the new emissions requirements of the
day, not to be consumer friendly. The end result produced a complicated carb and emission
system and it was only a matter of time before problems would begin. The carb as you know
has pins inside the throat that move in and out in a environment that is sucking down a fuel and
air mixture that can be effected by the smallest amount of foreign matter while the rubber tubes
associated with the emissions end of the system become brittle and crack from the heat and
vibrations of the motor. Trouble, trouble, trouble. Forum related. Similar Threads 4. No Carb?
Replies: 7 Last Post: , PM. Carb Help! Replies: 3 Last Post: , PM. Replies: 4 Last Post: , AM. By
darkwolf in forum Wrangler and CJ. Replies: 5 Last Post: , PM. Join thousands of other Jeep
fans as we tackle Wrangler problems and more. You'll be able to meet friends, as well as get
help repairing and upgrading your Jeep. All times are GMT The time now is PM. Log in
Remember Me? Log in Forgotten Your Password? Don't have an account yet? The Carter BBD
is a two barrel carburetor that came in two variations, one is computer controlled and has a
stepper motor on the back side. The computer controlled version was used after The BBD carb
has a nasty reputation, most anyone that has owned a Jeep with one of these can relate.
Sputtering, stalling, stalling at every stop sign and only running off idle. Very frustrating to deal
with. There are several popular alternatives; electronic fuel injection systems by Mopar, Howell,
Holley and the home grown; carburetors by Weber and Motorcraft. We will explore the positives
and negatives in all three types. Carburetors are simplistic in design and operation compared to
electronic fuel injection. Typically all mechanical, the amount of air moving through the carb
dictates the amount of fuel being delivered. Usually carburetors have a fuel bowl that stores a
small amount of fuel, an electric or manual choke, and vacuum ports. System failure with a
quality carburetor is uncommon when compared to fuel injection systems with computers and
sensors. A drawback to a carburetor is they are prone to flooding the engine when the Jeep is at
extreme angles. NOTE: Some of these carburetors may not be emissions legal â€” check your
state before purchase. Weber â€” This is probably the most common carb conversion for the 6
cyl Jeeps. The Weber is a very reliable, all mechanical carb that improves performance and
drivability. The Weber is designed to supply the proper amount of fuel determined by the
demand put on the engine. When demands are small, only the primary barrel is used, and when
demands increase, the second barrel is used in to deliver the performance needed. Use of thie
carb allows removal of all the electronics associated with the BBD. The 38 DGEV model is
designed for higher power applications where headers, cam, and aftermarket intake manifold
are used. Motorcraft â€” This swap is the least expensive and can provide excellent results.
While none of us here have personally performed this swap research has shown others have
been very pleased with the outcome. Most agree this swap will definitely make your Jeep
non-emissions legal. What to use: A Motorcraft sometimes called an Autolite series carb
typically found on an AMC or Ford and a 2bbl manifold if your Jeep is not equipped with one. An
adapter will be required to fit the carb to the Jeep manifold. A 2bbl to 2bbl adapter from TD
Performance Products adapter no. TRD should do. Some changes to the throttle cable assembly
and other components may be necessary. Back to part 1 â€” Fuel Injection. AMC CJ
performance. Previous Baking in the sun, soaking in the rain â€” protect your interior. Next
Jeep Security â€” Keeping your stuff yours! Posted by jeepfan. Options for ditching this
problematic carb. The Carter BBD is a two barrel carburetor that came in two variations, one is
computer controlled and has a stepper motor on the back side. The computer controlled version
was used after The BBD carb has a nasty reputation, most anyone that has owned a Jeep with
one of these can relate. Sputtering, stalling, stalling at every stop sign and only running off idle.
Very frustrating to deal with. There are several popular alternatives; electronic fuel injection
systems by Mopar, Howell, Holley and the home grown; carburetors by Weber and Motorcraft.
We will explore the positives and negatives in all three types. The benefits of fuel injection are
well documented. Reliability, efficiency, and flexibility are some positive benefits to an
electronic fuel injection system. Some negatives of these systems can be complexity and cost.
Fuel injection systems inject the fuel into the airflow by means of a pressurized fuel system and
electronic solenoid valves commonly called injectors. The injectors pass the correct amount of
fuel as determined by the computer. The computer often uses several sensors to calculate this
fuel mixture. Since the system is pressurized vapor locking is practically impossible and there
is no fuel bowls to spill over in off-camber, incline, and decline driving conditions. There are two
different versions of fuel injection systems we will discuss here, Multi-port and Throttle Body.
Multi-port systems use injectors mounted in the intake manifold near the cylinder head port.
These systems are regarded as generally more efficient than throttle body systems. Throttle
body systems simulate a carburetor and typically can mount in place of a carburetor. These
systems have injectors mounted within the throttle body, which pass the fuel into the throttle
body to mix with the air flow directly above the throttle plate. Mopar â€” Mopar makes an EFI

system shown to the right that is similar to the system found on the later model 4. This system
will require the largest installation time and cost the most but will usually yield the best
performance gains and engine efficiency. Howell â€” The Howell throttle body system shown
left includes all components plus a new 4. This system replaces the carburetor and manual fuel
pump, the original computer if equipped can be removed a
a body mopar fuse box
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long with all the wiring associated with it. A new electric fuel pump is mounted on the frame in
line of the fuel feed. The power difference and engine behavior is very distinguishable from the
original set up. Matt no longer experiences stalling or stumbling when climbing hills on the trail.
Howell offers an emission legal and off-road only version. See Howell Engine Developments for
more. Holley â€” We get many questions about where to get this system. As far as we can tell
Holley no longer offers a Pro-Jection system for the Jeep 6 cyl. Home Grown â€” We have seen
several write ups around the net detailing a less expensive conversion that gives you a throttle
body system for less. This swap typically involves the use of a parts of TBI systems out of a
vehicles equipped with a GM 4. Perform at your own risk! AMC CJ performance. Previous Jeep
mods are Jeep mods â€” good, bad, ugly but still mods. Next Baking in the sun, soaking in the
rain â€” protect your interior. Posted by jeepfan.

